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Work through each layer. Don´t jump to the final layer; self-regulation (or ´self-
soothing´) because focussing on the others alone can be the real game-changer. 

Give change time. If you decide to make some changes, do one at a time and give it
at least 3-5 days.

Always follow safe sleep advice. You can find out lots of useful information by
visiting the lullabytrust.org.uk 

Follow us for more Sleep Circle tips

T H E  S L E E P  C I R C L E

Sleep needs changing based on
age
Irregular wake up, nap & bedtimes
Not enough stimulation or calm
activities during day
Absence of bedtime routine

LAYER 2: Environment

WATCH LIST

Teething & illness
Feeding issues 
New skills & development (did you
know developmental leaps can
last between 2- 6 weeks?)
Separation anxiety
Life changes (i.e. new sibling,
house move, starting nursery, etc)
Emotions (especially 2 yrs+)

The most important layer of all. Biological, developmental or ´life´
reasons could be impacting sleep.  There may be something you
can do about it or you might just need to sit tight and be patient.

TAKE AWAY #1
It is really normal for your little one to need you
more when they are going through something,
even if they were once sleeping fine. We
encourage you to forget bad habits and offer
more comfort during these times.  If a habit
becomes a problem, there are always ways to
change this later on.

WATCH LIST

Light creeping in
Noise disturbances (try pink noise)
Room temperature  (16-20c is ideal)
Negative room associations
Stimulating objects at bedtime (who
invented cot mobiles anyway!)
Clothing (i.e.- Itchy labels?)
Bedtime routine (consistency/length)
Stimulating vs. calm evening
activities (both are important!)

The environment & evening/bedtime routines (at any age),
can play a big role in the quality and quantity of sleep.

Working on this alone can have a dramatic impact on sleep.

TAKE AWAY #2
The type & amount of light can make all the
difference to your little one's sleep. In fact.
screen light inhibits the sleepy hormone
melatonin (& stimulates the mind). Try turning
off all screens around 2 hours before bedtime
& consider blackout blinds to make the room
10/10 dark. If you need to have some light in
the room, only ever use red or orange.

WATCH LIST

Strict routines are stressful! But having flexible timings (after 6
months), will help you on your journey to a better nights sleep. 

TAKE AWAY #3
Is your little one refusing naps or bedtime?
Waking up super early or midway during the
night for a party? Infants´sleep needs are
continuously changing.  In fact, the length of time
they can stay awake between periods of sleep
can increase as rapidly as 15 mins every 3-4
weeks. Review our sleep needs guide and test
some adjustments.

WHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR?

Little one feeling scared or
distressed
Timing not right - independent
sleep won't coming easy during
separation anxiety or illness. 
Out of date bedtime routine - does
your older toddler need to be
more involved? 

If the timing for the child is not right, the environment and rhythm is
not conducive to sleep, then expecting your little one to sleep more

independently may be painful for both of you.

TAKE AWAY #4
If you are trying something new, do it at a
time when your baby is normally the
easiest to settle for sleep. Usually, this is
the first nap of the day.  The steps you
take will be unique to your situation. Get
in touch if you'd like to find out more.

As distinctive as a fingerprint. your child has their very own Sleep Circle. Each of the 4
layers contains the most common elements that impact sleep. 

Here we share with you the top things to watch out for and 4 of our biggest takeaways.

Please seek help from a professional for any health, feeding or
development concerns that may impact sleep. See our red flags guide.

From approximately 3 months we all have a 24hr circadian rhythm
controlled by our internal body clock.   It is really hard to fall asleep
when we are working against the clock. Having a similar wake-up
and bedtime can help set a rhythm & make sleep that little bit easier.   

Did you know that a study of 55,000 babies showed night
waking is still very prevalent between 6-18 months with
nearly 70% of children waking between 1 - 3 times! 

Start here

How to use the sleep circle

Research shows children who have consistent bedtime routines
are more likely to go to sleep earlier, take less time falling asleep,
sleep longer, & wake up less during the night.

Find out more 
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